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1. Introduction 
 

The on-site training session in Grenoble was the second PRESTO session out of a series of five 
training sessions to be run within the project until the summer of 2011. The event took place on 9 
and 10 June 2010 in the "Stade des Alpes" stadium of Grenoble (FR). PRESTO partners, local urban 
planners, representatives of cycling user groups and a representative of the police took part in the 
session. Two extensive site visits by bike opened the daily sessions, offering a broader overview of 
existing cycling infrastructure, good solutions, but also black spots in the Grenoble Alpes Métropole 
area. Participants of this training session in Grenoble had the opportunity to find out best practices 
and exchange ideas with European specialists on the following topics: 

 Cycling Infrastructure: State of the Art in Europe 
 Case Study: Bicycles and Public Transport in Grenoble 

The PRESTO training sessions broadened participants’ knowledge on how to develop sound design 
principles for better coexistence of public transport and bicycles and showed the latest develop-
ments and cycling infrastructure in Europe, with a particular focus on countries which are no cycling 
countries yet (low cycling culture). 
 
On the first day, Mr. Dirk Dufour from “Ligtermoet & Partners” gave a basic, but very comprehensive 
overview of the state of the art of cycling infrastructure in Europe, making use of numerous good 
practice and bad practice examples from all over Europe. 31 participants took part in this session, 
mainly representing stakeholder groups from Grenoble and the surrounding areas.  
 
The second day was devoted to the topic of “cycling and public transport”, in particular to the 
coexistence of buses and bicycles, as well as to shared bus and cycle lanes and technical systems. 
The presentation given by the local public transport company TAG (Mr. L. Tastet) was attended by a 
total of 24 participants. 
 
Both sessions were also attended by technical representatives of the PRESTO cities of Tczew, Venice, 
and Zagreb, as well as a representative from ADFC Bremen (Cycling Club).  
 
A camera team accompanied the group throughout the sessions and produced a short video, which 
is available on the PRESTO website and gives a good overview of the atmosphere during the two day 
event. 
 
The present training reader constitutes a post-meeting compilation of the sessions’ contents, 
discussions and main results. It is to provide a brief, but comprehensive summary of this second 
transnational PRESTO on-site training session in Grenoble. In this way, stakeholders who were not 
able to attend the sessions can follow up the training.  
 
The reader is part of a complete on-site training package consisting of the trainers’ presentations, an 
executive summary as an overview of the training and working sessions (available in English, French, 
German, Italian, Croatian and Polish) as well as further material related to the presented topics. 
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2. Training programme 

Day 1: Wednesday, 9th June 2010 

From To Topic Leader 

09.00 12.00 Site Visit: Cycling situation in Grenoble Alpes-

Métropole 

Grenoble-Alpes 

Métropole 

12.00 14.00 Lunch break  

14.00 17.00 Cycling policies: State of the Art in Europe Dirk Dufour, 

Ligtermoet & 

Partners (NL) 

 

Day 2, Thursday, 10th June 2010 

From To Topic Leader 

09.00 12.00 Case Study: Bicycle and Public Transport in Grenoble Grenoble-Alpes 

Métropole 

TAG (FR) 

12.00 14.00 Lunch break and close of training session 
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3. Bicycle infrastructure and Public Transport 
 

3.1. Topic 1: Bicycle Infrastructure – State of the Art in Europe 

Dirk Dufour, senior mobility consultant, Ligtermoet & Partners (NL) and Timenco (BE) 

The PRESTO project has produced a number of policy guides and fact sheets dealing with cycling 
infrastructure. They present a coherent digest of the state of the art in cycling infrastructure. The 
training session led by Dirk Dufour offered an overview of all infrastructure topics covered by the 
PRESTO material, specifically worked up for the Grenoble context.  
 
Any cycling policy aims to attract more people to cycling. That is why the training focused on the 
needs of the cyclists. It focused on fundamental and essential cycling infrastructure choices within 
network logic, not on the technical design details of specific solutions.  
 
The session started with collecting reasons for cycling and defining a real “cycling city”. The reasons 
for fostering bicycle use given by the participants of the session were: 
 

 Health protection/improvement 

 Reduction of car traffic (congestion) 

 General calming effect 

 Accessible for everyone 

 Efficient and safe 

 No parking problem 

 Environmentally friendly mode 

 Freedom (explore the city) 

 

One of the main reasons mentioned was the quickness of bicycles in an urban environment 
compared to other modes.  
 
A study conducted in the Region of Brussels-Capital City on residents’ mobility patterns per mode of 
transportation in relation to average distances travelled showed that 25% of the population have 
their final destination within 1km at convenient walking distance, and more than 60% within 5 km 
distance.  For short distances, the bicycle is the most efficient means of transport in comparison to 
public transport offers. For distances between 5-15km or even more, 38% of the population use the 
public transport network. In addition, for distances of more than 10km, the population opts for taxis 
and car sharing services. 
 
The bicycle firmly holds its place in the transport market! It is a reliable and solid means of 
transportation for short distances at the neighbourhood and district scale. Though modal split for 
cycling in Brussels is only 3-4% (BYPAD, 2010, p.18)1 it has huge potential for development. 
 
 

                                                           
1
 BYPAD - Audit de la politique vélo - Région de Bruxelles-Capitale - 2010 

Why 

promote 

cycling? 

http://www.presto-cycling.eu/en/policy-guidelines-a-fact-sheets
http://www.bruxellesmobilite.irisnet.be/static/attachments/articles/na/15/bypad_rbc_rapport_%202010FR___.pdf
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PRESTO for more cycle-friendly cities 
 
The bicycle is an efficient mode of transportation in cities for a number of reasons: it builds a sense 
of autonomy, it is flexible and door-to-door, travel time is predictable, travel can be combined with 
public transport, it takes up a minimal amount of space, does not pollute, it is affordable and 
accessible, inconveniences can be handled (travel time, slopes, collisions, theft, weather …). 
 
The mentioned reasons mainly originate from experiences made while travelling in urban areas.  
 
But what is it that makes a city a real “cycling city”? 
 

 
 
According to the participants of the training session, a real 
“cycling city” is a city where the citizens are not stuck in 
their cars in traffic jams. In a cycling city, cycling facilities 
are visible all around and cyclists feel welcome on the 
roads. Other road users adapt their behavior to cyclists in a 
cycling city. 
 
 
 

 
Two fundamental ways or indicators to identify a cycling city: 

 conditions offered: “the cyclist can move about carefree from any point A to any point B”;  

 high rates of bicycle usage – km / modal share / purpose – the proof of the pudding is in the 
eating 

 
Let us give some swift indicators in relation to cycling levels in cities here. 
 

What is a 

cycling 

city? 
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A study conducted on the bicycle share in all journeys in some European countries2 shows that it is 
around 27% in the Netherlands, but it can differ between 15-40% in the main Dutch cities. Denmark 
follows with a 19% share for cycling and between 15-32% in cities. Great Britain has lower rates of 
bicycle usage (2%), but it can rise up to 20% in urban environments. We see how much modal split 
can vary in different countries and cities, but a lower cycling share does not necessarily come along 
with higher rates of car usage.  
 
When it comes to km cycled per person per year, the Netherlands and Denmark again score best 
with 899km and 854km respectively. Flanders (in Belgium) follows with 596km cycled per 
person/year. Here, almost 25% of all trips within 2km distance are made by bike. 
Figures collected in the Netherlands on travel purposes per mode of transportation reveal that 
shopping is the main reason of daily trips and 28% of these are made by bike. 25% of commuting 
trips are on a bike, and 50% of children and young people cycle to school or university. 
 
It is true indeed that bicycling plays an important part in people’s daily life in so called “cycling 
countries” such as the Netherlands and Denmark, though the car still has a role, too as a daily 
transport mode.  
 
In the early 1990s, the bicycle was very popular across many European cities3, with 60-80% of 
journeys made by bike. Swiftly things have changed after WWII. History tells us that public transport 
development and car oriented policies led to fast growing suburban areas and decline of cycling. 
However, Amsterdam was able to maintain its high cycling city profile because its public transport 
network has never been very “large”, whereas Antwerp, Manchester, Basel have developed pro-car 
environments and have removed cycling facilities to make space for cars. 
 
Nevertheless it seems that lately cycling has become popular again! There are new bicycle models 
(e.g. cargo bikes, fixed gear bikes, etc.) and fashionable clothes and accessories for cyclists. 
Promotion campaigns are also contributing to making cycling attractive by means of triggering 
people’s attention on how smart, stylish and fun cycling in cities can be. 
 
But what is the state of art in providing for cycling? Some cities have invested a lot of money in 
comfortable and costly cycling facilities (e.g. tunnels, bridges, parking shelters). These are “champion 
cycling cities” with high levels of cycling, so their investments are justified by huge numbers of daily 
users, otherwise investments are futile, if the costly facilities are not being used. 
 
What can a “starter city” do? It is not necessary to invest big money. The city can provide for cycling 
by means of ordinary city planning with a special attention to cyclists’ needs (e.g. pedestrian areas 
that allow for cycling, cycling streets, etc.).  
 
PRESTO Policy guides and Fact sheets can help “starter cities” to identify what their local context’s 
cycling needs are and to find the best mix between infrastructure planning and promotion solutions.  
 
 
 
 

                                                           
2
 Source: Cycling in the Netherlands, Fietsberaad, 2009.  

3
 A.A. Albert de la Bruhèze and F.C.A. Veraart ,Bicycle traffic in practice and policy in the twentieth century, 

Stichting Historie der Techniek , Rijkswaterstaat (RWS-serie nr 63), 1999. A summary of the study is available in 
English at: 
http://www.fietsberaad.nl/index.cfm?lang=en&repository=Bicycle+traffic+in+practice+and+policy+in+the+twe
ntieth+century  

http://www.fietsberaad.nl/library/repository/bestanden/CyclingintheNetherlands2009.pdf
http://www.fietsberaad.nl/index.cfm?lang=en&repository=Bicycle+traffic+in+practice+and+policy+in+the+twentieth+century
http://www.fietsberaad.nl/index.cfm?lang=en&repository=Bicycle+traffic+in+practice+and+policy+in+the+twentieth+century
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The role of infrastructure 
 
Is this a cycling city? We do not have good 
conditions for riding a bicycle here. Potential 
for cycling is limited and it would be hard to 
persuade anyone to get on a bike, he/she 
should be ready to take some risks! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Or is this a cycling city? Here, we have wide 
pavements inviting people to walk, rather than 
taking their car to move about. Low traffic and 
30km/h speed limits make cycling safer.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Picture source: Presentation Dirk Dufour 

 
 
How to become a real “cycling city”?  
 
Every city has to find the right balance between cycling infrastructure measures and cycling 
promotion measures. Depending on the level of development, the balance is more towards 
infrastructure or more towards promotion. PRESTO recommends to always start and end with 
important infrastructure measures. 
 
Grenoble is a “climber” cycling city with a moderate cycling level of almost 10 %. First infrastructure 
has already been put in place. The strategy is now to get more people on a bicycle; in simple words: 
to make people use this infrastructure. The relation of infrastructure and promotion efforts is even. 
There are several ways to improve the local infrastructure situation. 
 
Whereas starter cities may want to start with less costly so called “invisible” infrastructure (e.g. 
contra flow cycling), and champion cities rather focus on providing higher comfort to cyclists (e.g. 
wider cycle lanes, more parking facilities), a champion city should focus on providing a coherent 
network by closing existing gaps and improving road safety to encourage more people to cycle. 
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Cycling routes and cycling network 

“Separating or mixing road users” is a common question when it comes to creating links within a 
non-coherent network. 

 Separating road users protects vulnerable road users such as cyclists or pedestrians in 
particular in areas with large volumes of high speed traffic. Separation prevents power 
struggles, and it is a visibly safe solution. However, safety issues at junctions are important. 
Separation also limits the cyclist’s freedom of movement and requires detours.  

 Mixing road users on the same space is based on mutual respect and less space is required 
for the same variety of road users. Traffic speed can and must be lowered, which radically 
improves safety for all road users. This also increases the overall quality of urban space.  

Naturally, both solutions have pros and cons and the implementation of the one or the other 
strongly depends on the specific character of the respective site.  Mixing is not possible or required 
everywhere – Separation is not the safer solution everywhere.  

 

Mix or 

separation

? 
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Mixing road users is the preferred solution if safety levels allow for it, where traffic flow is low and 
speed limits are below 50km/h. When we mix traffic, we should clearly show the conflict points. 
 
Separation is necessary when we want to guarantee cyclist safety on high traffic roads and when 
speed is above 50km/h. Separation is recommended where we want to prevent conflicts between 
road users, and in any case always outside built-up areas. Separation is often applied on historical 
axes and on direct routes. 
 
A good bicycle route combines five criteria:  

 Safety; 

 Direct connection; 

 Coherence; 

 Attractiveness; 

 Comfort.  

But there may be some challenges! A route with limited detours is often the most direct connection 
along roads with high traffic levels, but this may decrease cyclist safety and the route often looks less 
attractive to cyclists. Introduction of traffic management measures, creation of separated tracks or 
alternative connections may be the solution to the problem. Secondly,  cyclists do not like detours. 
Riding in a tunnel or on a bridge may, on the one hand, be comfortable and safer, but on the other 
hand, it is an extra effort. Finally, a direct connection can be attractive if it crosses a park, for 
instance, but it may be unsafe at night. 
 
When planning a cycle network, all these elements should be taken into consideration in order to 
find the right balance, offer alternative connections and create a coherent network. 
 
Cycling infrastructure: final training recommendations 
 
When setting up a cycling network: 

 Consider starting with local district networks, instead of 
citywide cycle routes; 

 Gradually connect the districts; 

 Define origins and destinations (e.g. residential areas, schools, 
commercial areas etc.); 

 Connect the origins with destinations; 

 Establish a hierarchy of connections; 

 Avoid thin lanes (less than 90 cm), they are unsafe; 

 For narrow roads, inform road users (e.g. signage) that there 
can be cyclists;  

 Remember: all infrastructure measures have their “pros” and 
“cons”; 

 Eliminating (or slowing down) traffic automatically increases 
the number of cyclists. 
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Training conclusions 
 
The participants defined the following conclusions resulting from the training session, the 
discussions as well as the site visits in Grenoble: 

 
1) There are no one-size-fits-all solutions, no standard recipes. It is much more important to 

develop a consistent framework, allowing tailor-made solutions to emerge.  
 

2) Cycling policy must be integrated into general transport policy and take into account various 
space claims. 
 

3) A step-by-step approach is recommended. Do not start with the entire city, but in districts.: 

Bicycles and Public Transport in Grenoble 
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3.2 Topic 2: Case Study: Bicycles and Public Transport in Grenoble 

L. Tastet, TAG Public Transport Company, Semitag, Grenoble Alpes Metropole (France) 

The second training session was dedicated to the 
coexistence of cycling and public transport with 
a specific focus on bus transport. One of the 
main problems of the coexistence of bicycles 
and buses is the poor visibility of cyclists for bus 
drivers.  
 
Basically, there are two conditions for the 
cohabitation of cyclists and buses. First of all, 
bicycle traffic shall not interfere with the bus. 
Secondly, the mix of both modes needs to 
improve the security of cycles! 
 
Commercial speed can be a challenge 
 
In recent years, TAG (Public Transport provider in Grenoble’s Metropolitan Area) has taken up 
different measures to tackle safety issues on roads by improving the cohabitation of bicycles and 
public transport. It was noticed that stressful conditions for drivers can cause accidents, or “potential 
accidents”. 
 
But how could bicycles and public transport share the same road space without altering public 
transport’s commercial speed? This is indeed a key question for any transport provider. By 
commercial speed, we are referring to the average speed of buses over stretches, including all 
operational stops (bus stops, terminals, and traffic lights). This definition of commercial speed is 
different from what is defined as running speed, which only considers moving buses. It is clear that 
commercial speed on a single bus lane depends mainly on running speed. But on shared lanes, 
commercial speed depends both on running time and waiting time. 
 
How can we, on the one hand, keep good levels of service provided to users and efficient system 
cost without slowing down buses by introducing shared lanes and, on the other hand, guarantee the 
cyclists’ safety? 
 
 
Cohabitation between bus & bicycle 
 
When traffic (car, buses, bicycles, mopeds) shares one lane 
on the carriageway, there is not much space left to the 
bicycle. 
 
A bus is normally 2,5m wide and the lane designed for 
general circulation is 3,50m. When the bus overtakes the 
cyclist, this manoeuvre can generate stress for both the 
bus driver and the cyclist. 
 
Depending on the distance to the next bus stop, the bus 
may stay behind the bicycle and slow down. However, this 
decision is difficult to take!  
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In case of a bus lane separated from other traffic lanes for general circulation, TAG recommends a 
4,30m wide lane that leaves enough space for a bicycle. The two main rules for cohabitation are the 
following: 

 bicycle traffic must not interfere with the bus; 

 the mix must improve the cyclists’ safety. 

The real challenge here is managing overtaking manoeuvres in a correct way.  
 

 
 
If the bus overtakes a bicycle when approaching a stop (Fig. 1), the bicycle will overtake the bus at 
the stop (Fig.2). So where is a better place for the bus to overtake the cyclist? If the manoeuvre is 
too close to the stop this may be dangerous for the cyclist (Fig. 3) because the bus will cut the bike 
off. Again, the same problem will occur at the next stop. 
 

       
        Fig. 1          Fig. 2                  Fig. 3          Fig.4  

 
 
In case of a narrow bus lane, the bus may invade the car lane to 
overtake a bicycle. But this manoeuvre could cause potential 
accidents with traffic arriving from behind or face-to-face.  
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The space required for safe overtaking depends on the bus’ speed. A bus lane must be wider if we 
need to accommodate cycling, too, and a wider section is always mandatory on segregated bus 
lanes. In any case, cohabitation slows down the bus! 
 

 
 
Other important conflict points are right turns (or left turns in left-hand traffic countries such as in 
the UK). We should be aware that each type of bus has its own radius of curvature. When turning 
right (Fig. 1), the bus would shift to the external part of the lane (Fig. 2), thus opening a passage for 
the bicycle on the inner side of the road (Fig. 3). The bicycle’s trajectory will be cut off by the bus, 
the visibility of which is low because the cyclist is in the so called “blind spot” (Fig. 4). This could be 
fatal danger! 
 

    
    Fig. 1       Fig. 2 
 

    
    Fig. 3        Fig.4 
 
In order to prevent right turn accidents between the bicycle and the bus, TAG has introduced 
physical separation with a stop line at junctions. The curb keeps the cyclist in a safe position when 
the bus is about to turn right. Moreover, TAG has initiated the PARI Plan, an action focusing on 
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trainings for drivers who learn how to adapt their driving when they see a cyclist on the segregated 
lane approaching the stop line. Training should help to prevent potential accidents. 
 

 
 
 
Final recommendations 
 
TAG’s recommendation to accommodate cycling on bus lanes stresses the importance of the quality 
of road sharing to improve safety for both modes of transportation, segregate modes if the road 
allows for physical separation, avoid road sharing on fast stretches of road, and take into 
consideration public transport trajectories. 
 
In conclusion, TAG suggests that public transport operators work in close cooperation with local 
authorities, not to create delicate situations because each case is unique, to mark and make visible 
routes, and to find a system to handle misbehaviours on the road. 
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4. Impressions from the Training 
  

Training session 1: Trainer Dirk Dufour  

  
  
Training session 2: Trainer L. Tastet 

 
 
Impressions from Grenoble  

 

 
 
The venue, the Grenoble stadium 
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5. Participants from outside the Consortium  
 

Name Institution  

MARSCIK Thierry Ville de Grenoble  

GOSSERIES Elodie Ville de Port de Claix  

BALTAZARD Christine Ville de Port de Claix  

BERGER Alain Ville d’Echirolles  

REYNAUD Jean-Luc CERTU  

QUENAULT Gérard Gendarmerie  

MAURIN Pascal CG 38 – DR - XPR  

FERRERO Guy CG 38 – DR - GRP  

HEIRIES Jean-Jacques Territoire d’Agglomération grenobloise  

LAZARD Frédéric DST Gières  

FAURE Lionel METRO SMTC  

BOISSEAUX Anne Ville de Grenoble  

AZMANN Robin Ville Fontaine  

ROSTAING Isabelle Ville de la Tronche  

CHAIX Bernard Vielle de Domène  

COGNE Jean-Luc DDT (DDE)  

LEHE O.  METRO SMTC  

EDELFINE R. Sassenage  

GAUTHIER S Sassenage  

ROURE S. RRA  

SARRET Pascale CG 38  

GRISON Jean-Pierre Ville de Grenoble  

TASTET L. Semitag  

ANDRIEU Didier Ville de Pont de Claix  

LESCOAT Vanessa Ville d’Echirolles  

IPPOLITI Lucas SMTC  

COTTERAU Damir SMTC  

VERDONCK Jean-Marc Meylan  
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